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High Pupils
Superior
sic Contest

Ah, Me ...'tis Spring

VETERANS GET SHOP TRAINING
Churches Change Time
Of Friday Services
,The Upton Holy Week service scheduled Friday at Ogden Mem or I al Methodist
Church will be held at 3 p.m.
Friday instead of 7:30 p. m.,
as originally announced. The
service was changed Wednesday morning when it was discovered that time of the
church service would conflict
with the time set for the Butler High School Junior Class
play, which will be held at
7:30 p. m. Friday at the
school auditorium. Persons
desiring to attend the service
are asked to remember the
change in time.

Churches Plan
Easter Services
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Cantatas, baptisms, gandlelight
communion and other special services are being planned by
Princeton churches during Holy
Week and Easter Sunday.
Easter Sunrise services will be
held at Butler High School stadium Sunday at 5:45 a. m., with
the Rev. Joe Callender, of the Ogden Methodist Church bringing
the address. Special music will be
furnished.
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The Easter Seal Drive
There are eight million handicapped children under 21 in the
United States. That's a startling figure—about the combined population of Boston, Denver, Los Angeles and Philadelphia.
Some of these youngsters can be restored to normal by the
miracles of modern medicine. Many of them can be trained to
earn their own living and enjoy happy, useful lives in spite of their
handicaps;
It takes money to provide such medical care and specialized
training. That's why the Easter Seal sale is conducted each spring.
Your contribution may help train a special therapist for crippled childreris-pay for an operation or a brace to free a cripped
child from bed; or train some youngster for an occupation he can
take up in spite of his handicap.
Through your Easter Seal contribution you will help start
some crippled children on the road to complete recovery and others
On the way to useful, happy lives.
The crippled child cannot hell) hiniaelfe .You caijelp by giv- _
ing generously to the Easter Seal campaign.
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Tree planting seeihs to have The statement of thanks tO
come into its own herein Prince- Princeton written by the editor
ton this'season, and we like it. of The Floyd County Times,
There are few who will deny Prestonburg, after that town's
that the Courthouse lawn does
team played in the state-wide
not look better after the efforts
of the Princeton Rose and Garden V. F. W. bakketball tournament
Club. Even Henry Sevison did a here could only have'been writbit of planting on his own, Fri- ten by "a nice guy." He said,
day at the Country Club's golf "treatment accorded the champs
course. No, no cedars for Mr. Sev- by businessmen, church leaders,
isun. His was a weeping willow. townspeople and the Ray-Crider• • •
McNabb Post of Princeton made
There's nothing new in this the boys feel that the town has
"flying saucer" business, accord- been aptly named. On the team's
ing to The Glasgow Times. Know return here Monday, one of the
several who have been seeing managers reported, 'You can take
them since the first day they the first syllable .of PrMeeton's
married—and who insist they name, put it in its plural form
are neither pho y or a thing of and hesitate right there in your
imagination, th ditor points out.'spelling to designate that com•• •
munity of about 4,500 people beAlmost everybody under the cause of the royal treatment we
of
value
age Of 70 overrates the
received there made us feel like
experience. Experience in life it is truly a town of Princes'."
may add to our knowledge, but The editor went on to say, "not
it usually doesn't reduce our fol- only was the hospitality extendlies until we are too old to care. ed to the extent of free meals,
—Chicago Daily News.
trade courtesies across the coun• • •
ter in business places, refreshThose who read in Sunday's ments, entertainment and the
Courier-Journal of a National use where needed of additional
Folk Festival to be held April uniforms offered by the Prince12-15 at St. Louis learned that a ton team but some of the busisister of the festival's founder, nessmen went so far as to offer
Sarah Gertrude Knott, lives right the eastern Kentucky visiting
here in Princeton. She is Miss participants the use of their
cabGladys Knott, physical education in on nearby Kentucky Lake for
instructor at Butler High School. a vacation anytime it was
de•
taw.s.• • •
sired," _ w e er
Progress, you must admit, always involves a certain amount
of risk. After all, you can't steal
k;IVEg)104Ciy-4/Sgriri,..,
second base and still keep one
olimmere.
foot on first, according to The
sse
Washington Sun.

Church dices

• • •
Dennis Hodge oeme in the other
day with a revised version of the
23rd Psalm which was written
and sent to him by a friend who
was at one time connected with
the Chrysler Corp. The friend explained, "Tomorrow will be my
67th birthday'and I find myself at
my desk =siting over the past
and pondering the future. It has
occurred to me that the 23rd
Psalm in the sight of some people needs to be...revised: so it
reads as follows: The state is my
shepherd, I shall not work. It
maketh me to lie down on good
jobs, it leadeth me by the still
factories. It deadens my soul, it
leadeth me in the paths of idleness for politics sake. Yea, though
I walk through the valley of
slothfulness a n d economic disaster, I will fear no evil, for it
prepareth a Utopia for roe by appropriating the earnings of the
frugal, it filleth my head with
fool expectations, my mounting
of inefficiencies runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall
follow me all the days of my life;
I shall live on the bounty of the
state forever." Mr. Hodge adds,
"We are still trying. to make an
honest living."
•.•

The latest shot in the running political battle between Governor Clements and the Kentucky Education Association hierarchy is
about as surprising as an echo one has waited with cocked ear to
hear. It doubtless will prove fully as effective as an echo, too—
this resolution of the K.E.A. board of directors urging a special
legislative session to meet their revenue demands.
Nobody knows better than these K.E.A. leaders themselves
that Mr. Clements is no more likely to call the legislature back to
Frankfort any time soon than he is to walk a tightrope across the
Kentucky River wearing spangled pink tights. His every mm's
during the recent regular session reflected the mood of a man eager
to rush through a minimum of legislation and send the lawmakers
home—just as every move by those who played the school issue for
all it was worth reflected effort to force a special Session.
Thus the,resolution of the K. E. A. strategists can only be
viewed as afpolitical gesture. As such, it .contributes nothing to
the advancement of education in Kentucky.
This is not to say that, even with the additional funds recently
provided, the public sehools of Kentucky have all they need or that
teachers' salaries in this state are what they should be. But cducation's needs must be considered in the light of available tax- resources. The recent legislature made a beginning toward this
scientific approach by authorizing a top-to-bottom study of the
We all like to hear an outsider
state's tax structure for the purpose of furnishing a blueprint for
praise our town and our people,
the next administration.
but oftentimes we forget that
Perhaps this should have been done sooner. Perhaps this adsincere praise must come from
ministration should have worked out a budget that does not rely on
people who are just as appieciause of accumulated surpluses, to the amount of $64100,000, to meet
Live and just al hospitable as we
anticipated needs during the biennium ahead. Btit if this reflected
lack of scientific method, whit of the strategy of the school lobby?
Where was its blueprint? ifs program simply proposed repetition.
a the old practice of piecemeal taxation to benefit one interest
without regard for other essential needs. There has been too
For information or assistance
much of that already.
.about farm 'forestry contact your
No doubt some *school leaders will seize upon State. Revenue
county agent's office.
Commissioner Clyde Reeves' statement that taxes in. Kernucky
The total volume of standing
'are lighter than anywhere else in the civilized world"—a, compare
son that leaves us a bit puzzled despite our high respect tor Mr_ -saw timber has been reduced almost forty per cent in thirty
Reeves' superior knowledge in the field of taxation. Whether he
years.
meant taxes in general we do not know, but it will be noted that.
he did mention specifically property taxes and this state's law andi
A three-pound chicken dressed
inequitable assessments.
for' cooking weighs on the averProperty taxes, a negligible source of state revenue, are s. local
age 30 per cent less than it did
responsibility. It is local officials who make the assignments, -when
live.
though expert help from Frankfort is theirs for the asking. These
are the taxes that determine the extent of each community's local
Selective harvesting of trees
support of its schqols. Before trying to make capital of Mr. Reeves'
keeps the forest growing.
statement, school leaders might be wise to ask themselves what
Cinder blOelts have come into
they have done to improve education's support at the local levet.
wide use for building purposes
The same question might be asked them in reply to their demands
zince the war.
for more state financial aid.
The technical name for the tele—(The Louisville Times.)
wiainn tube is "kinescope."
Kentucky On The March
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Do You Knolna--,

Key To Civic Progress
By Ewing Galloway
The people of Paintsville made civic-progress history the other
day. The occasion yielded only $5,000, to augment a fund of approximately $150,000 for the 7-acre playground. It was the method that
made news.
People of the town donated articles they could do without,
from nanny goats to antiques, from baby grand pianos slightly out
of tune to washing machines. Some-items were made especially for
the occasion, cakes
pies particularly, all of these latter baked
by men. Yotathful Mayor J. B. Wells donated a pie he had made
with his own hands. and it brought $135.
The recreation center project got off to a good start with an
offer from the City Water Commission to build an $80,000 swim- ming pool. Then came $20,000 by public subscription, followed bya $50,000 city bond issue. The radio auction was organized by the
Junior Women's League, with abundant help from the local radio
station. The ladies did a fine job of whooping it up.
I know that in other Kentucky cities, some of them much
larger than Paintsville, recreation cehter projects have seen lagging
for two years. All these cities have to do is to profit by Paintsville's
'novel experience. In most places leadership of exactly the right
sort is lacking.
I have been watching civic projects for the last three years,
and I have come to the conclusion that it is not' unwillingness on the
part of the people ,to
to spend money for things their communities neecl
but theltilure of
leaders to ask for subscrigtions i,the right
way.
'
R. M. Munford, owner and publisher of the Union County
• Advoeite, ilshich mails out this column, told me the other day there
hadn't teen a single juvenile delinquency case in County Judge Tom
- T. Richard's court since Morganfield established a fine youth center
two years ago In a building foemerly used by the USO.
•
(SYndicated By The Union Celan,: Advocate)

7t)„

The celebration of the Resurrection of Him, whom evil kings could not destroy, takes on especial significance in this year of 1950 ... for this year
marks the beginning of a period historically golden.

recommends
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
tree

Control of Onions
In

Your

Thei‘ast fifty years of this century have held more than their share of strife
and trouble, yet they have also brought to mankind a tremendous potential,
promising to carry us forth to a brighter, happier era.

Fescue

The message of Easter is a message of hope. It tells. us that man, by following His teachings, can reach the greatest heights, let us attend the Church
of our choice this Easter Sunday and all the Sundayctn follow,for it is there
that we hear His Lesson and see the way to brotherhood.

▪ Weed-No-More mixes ready
with oil or water.
* Won't harm livestock.
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* HIghly effective on thousands.' acres of term crops
list year.
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Apply it at the rate 4Of 3•pinte
2,4-D in 5 rations of water per
acre. Excellent onion control
has been obtained by this
method. This spraying should
be completed by about the end
of the 3rd week in April.

"- No prolonged soft

Of all
higher

Yes, it is just a phrase of three short words, yet in it is the source of the soul
lifting joy with which we depart from Easter Sunday Services to greet our
relatives and friends, with a new light shining in our eyes.

CAYCE-YOST
WEED-NO-MORE
a Butyl Ester form of 2,4-D,
for

HE IS ARISEN! Just a phrase, three words long. Yet it expresses all the
faith and hope of mankind, born anew each year on Easter Sunday, under
the inspiration of His teachings as renewed and reviewed for us in the
Church of our choice.
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The 114 flying at the head of this advertisement is the award of the National Safety
Council to the Illinois Central — the nation's leading railroad in employe safety
in 1949. This is the sixth occasion since
1943 that the Illinois Central has been
cited for outstanding safety performance.
Safety of employes, Of passengers and of
freight is today an Illinois Central tradition, built by unceasing effort and shared
by every man and woman on the railroad.
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Just Around The Corner!

We believe that making our railroad safer
for our own people and for you is one of
the best ways Of earning your continued
friendship and patronage.
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CORNEHE'S

Priced $25.00

AincCreamer
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CLEARANCE of

COATS & SUITS

WINSTEAD
Jeweler's

Dies In West Point

Word has been received here of
the death of ,Charlie "Dutch"
Robinson, brother of Mrs. C. L.
Bromley, former Princetonian.
Mr Robinson died March 17 of
chirrosis of the liver. Burial was
in West Point.
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ITS NEW 04441001 Seeereda
is a Handy Bu er's Guide

..

The Yellow Pages of the new telephone
directory provide you with valuable buss.
mess information. In them you will find
the names, telephone numbers and addresses of business telephone subscribers

listed alphabetically under classified
headings descriptive of their businesses,
professions or the commodities or services
they sell.
_
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Early
Spring Needs
American Wire Fence - Barb Wire
Wire Stretchers - Posthole Diggers
Garden Wire - Poultry Netting
Chicken Feeders - Chicken Waterers
Lawn Mowers - Gross Shears
Hedge Shears - Grass Hooks
Garden Seed - Rakes & Hoes
Spading Forks - Garden Fertilizer
Fruit Tree Spray - Pressure Sprayers
Blue Mold Dust For Plant Beds
Dust Sprayers - Barrell Sprayers
Harness - Harness Repair Work
Dr. legear's Stock Tonic - Salt Blocks
(Complete Line Of Fishing Tackle)
WHEN IN HOPKiNSVILLE SHOP

HARDWARI CO.Tenth and Virginia Sta.
HOPIUNSVILLR
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$12.98 Values
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LOBBYISTS'REGULATED
Chicago -- (AP) — Lobbyleta
now are regulated in 38 states.
This was brought out in a survey
made for the 1950-51 Book of the
States, published by the Council
of State Governments. The study
showed:
"Twenty-nine stoles providelor
the registration of all Compensated legislative agents snd counsels.
In nine others, regulatory laws
are limited to inproper lobbying
practices. Seventeen of the states
requiring registration also require
that lobbyists file statements of
expenses paid, incurred or promised in connection with promotion of legislation."
All stateS have laws in force
against offering o r receiving'
bribes.
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School Menus For
East Side Pupils
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In The Easter Parade
WALK THE

voautt

ED

Step war

NOE

A Wide Selection o
Colors and Styles

lUILT FOR
SHOES FOR

Season to Season
Home Beauty

"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"

STEGER LUMBER CO.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

Blues

Greens

Tans

Reds

Beiges and Multi

$8.95 to $12.95
Mcea/iii,fra

IF
you trade here, you'll have nothing
to fear; we have low prices every
day in the year.

jantzen 714gical
nylonimi
elastisized

51

75c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin
9
$2.8
SELECT COBBLERS, bag
25c
ONION SETS, 3 lbs.
9
$4.8
can
PURE LARD,lb 10c, 50 lb.
5c
.
2
2 for
SARDINES, tall can
25c
ed, 1 lb. box
malt
,
GRAHAM CRACKERS
49c
PEABERRY COFFEE, lb
21c
SUPER SUDS, lg. berx *kr
15c
lb.
SUGAR CURED JOWLS,
80c
box
CANDY, 3 bars 10c,
59c
box
,
c
101
Gum, 3 pkgs.
15c
PUREX, quart
25c
xes
CLOVERLEAF Die( MILK,
19c
e,
eat
in
100
13Ottl
ASPIRIN,
19c
OLEO, Del Grade, lb.

contour crepe!

sheer sheer sure sure tonic for spring
...dainty, pretty, very persuasive
s
new Jantten girdles and panty-girdle
nylon
red
-powe
elastic
t
in the lightes
Lena wish nylon taffeta panels and
light Talon fasteners...you'll find
them In pink as well as white—
girdles 6.50 and 730, panty-girdles
with Jankrenaexelusive tabs for holding

4

Give her the stocking she would choose
herself —lovely, long-wearing Humming
Bird 51! The tremendous demand made
them "America's Most Called-For Stockings."
It also lowered the price to a thrifty 1.35! Humming

doe of fit and

Birds combine greatest value, highest quality, perfecworkmanship, with the beauty every woman wants!

Kleenex tissuus 8.50.

QoIdøwmei!t
'Princeton's Finest DeptZtore"

QUINN'S GROCERY
4
.

SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

Dial 2611
44

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
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Mr. Harold P'Pool were impossible to reach with the heavy
equipment necessary to move
them.:The moving and planting of
trees were in charge of Mr. James
g of the lour cedar
Mashburn, of the Arnold Ligon
urthouse yard Fai- Tuck Lines. A
traxcavator from
Princeton
1, by the
the Cedar Bluff Stone Co., and
en etutr-provost'
a wrecker from Rowland Mo or
nity project, with Co., loaded and planted the trees.
in many sources, it The Princeton Lumber Co. providd Tuesday. Permis- ed a foreman for the day, and
the trees was ob- Mr. Alton Templeton supervised
h the help of Mr. the balling and wrapping of the
lin, who at the time trees.,
trate.
Other help eanie from the
were given to the Princeton Mills and Steger Lumilburn Crowe, and ber Co., all of which was proecause of their uni- vided at no cost to the club and
and accessibility, I made possible the success of the
er trees offered by project, which will be completed
Charles Geiger and this week by a mass planting of

Trees On
Yard Turns
unity Project

. John s Hum
•.n, will arrive
s, visit with he,
S. Hutcheson.
eson and their
Market street,
•, J. H. Hailias
!
weekend with
t 7:45 p
rehearsal.
a Leader Cl •

just the shoes to
t off your youngsters
g clothes. Come
y and see our
styles and colors!

Farm And Home Group
Holds Final Meeting

Wodd Health Day Will
Be Obesrved Here And
At Fredonia April 7

ly made and sent 975 nut cups to
patients at Outwood Hospital, it
is ennouneed. This was an Easter
The sixth grade class of Mrs. project.
William Gar4 Holt
The cups, which were attracFuneral services for William Flora Creekmur, teacher and
designed in pastel spring
tively
Junior
Red
Cross
sponsor,
recentGarl Holt, 65, who died at his
home on Aaldlick road Saturday
after a three-year: illneas, Were
con ucted at Morgan's Funeral
Home Monday at ,2:30 p. m. by
the Rev. Ray Wigginton, of Fredonia, assisted by the Rev. J. F.
Callender.
Mr. Holt was a member of the
Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church and Mail two and a half
years ago was employed in Detroit, Mich., with the Ford Motor
Co.
Survivors are his wife, the former Eula Leech; a son and four
daughters by a former marriage:
Fred Holt, Detroit, Mich.; Mrs.
Lillian Roberts, Mrs. Dorothy
Westbrook and Mrs. Helen Bieture, all of Knoxville, Tenn.; a
sister, M r s. William Nelson,
Knoxville, Tenn., and. two broth-,
era, Elmer. Knoxville, Tenn., and
Marion, Enterprise, Oregon
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cernetery.

Deaths & Funerals

Final meeting of the Kentucky
Farm and Home Development
An interview program on health
group was held Thursday, March needs and accomplishments will
16, in the Christian Church basebe broadcast at 8:30 a. m. Friday,
ment with Merry Young, field
agent in arm tranigemenVals- observance of World Health Day.
cussing long time farming goals, Participants on the program will
R. A. Mabry, county agent, an- be Dr. W. L. Cash and Mrs.' Arnounced.
ney T. Rawla, both of the local
After the discussion, the group Health Department.
visited the farm and home of Mr. The day of the" bran-Weak marks
and Mrs. Ramey Johnston and the entry into force of the World
heard them explain their plans -Health Organization Codstilution,
for farm and home improvements. according to Dr. Cash. Theme
Home Agent Wilma Vandiver suggested for observance of the
stated that the group also voted
day this year i;"Know Your Own
to organize and meet at intervals Health Service," Cash added.
to check on progress which they
Also, according to the health dimay make. Officers elected inrector.
World Ilealth Day will be
cluded W. K. Crawford, chairman; R. N. Williams, vice chair- marked at Fredonia with the
man, and Mrs. J. A: Hemingway, showing of two motion pictured
secretary. H. W. Whittenburg and to school children at the Fredonia
Miss Leone Gillett, assistant lead- school auditorium. One film is eners of the Extension Division, titled, ''Your Teeth," while the
NuUniversity of Kentucky were other is called, "Food and
trition." This program will be
guests at the meeting.
presented by Mrs. Kitty Questermous, teacher at Fredonia and
4dvisory Council
president of the Association for
Poison your rats in April, urged Childhood Education, with Mrs.
John Jacob Astor made his forMrs. Annie D. McElroy at the Marvin Sigler, teacher at Lewis- tune on
beaver skins. ,.
Caldwell County Homemakers town, supervising.
Council when that group met in
the Circuit court room March 29. • Faster Sunrise Service
The day set for all homemakers
to begin the campaign for the',Scheduled At Kentucky
extermination of the rats was Lake State Park
April 6. Mrs. McElroy said that
Easter Sunday will be observed
rats require both food and shelat Kentucky Lake State Park
ter, and they cannot exist where
with a sunrise service sponsored
either 1,s lacking. A clean-up proby the Eggner's Ferry Bridge
gram, ratproofing building, and a
Area Association.
poisen campaign is Slight in cost
The association, in cooperation
when compared with the loss
with state officials, plan to hold
caused by rats, she stated.
such a service annually. Every efMrs. Homer Mitchell gave a
fort is being made to make this,
membership report and Mrs.
the first service of its kind in the
Floyd Lewis presented the recrearea, a worthy contribution to the
ational report. Miss Leone
moral and religious life of the
aisistant state leader, disKentucky Lake region, it was
cussed the long time program and
said.
instructed - presidents to bring
A rugged cross is being conback to the summer council restructed by a local minister, a
quest for les.so • o be given by
quartet from Mayfield will sing
specialist and
t for the next
and • a program of sacred music
year.
.
-will be offered, by the military
Those .prese were Mrs. Hugh band of 011 mvp Campbell. The
Yates, Mrs. H er Mitchell, Mrs. Eastec 4on will be presented
Floyd Jones,.
. Claude McCon- jay,tin lox. Carl Stanley,
at
nell, Mrs. A. 'D. McElrOy„-IVIrs. chaplain of Camp eampbell.
. .. a perfect getting for your
Floyd Lewis, Mrs. Denny Cash,
Kentucky Lake State Park is pretty foot is this black elk
Mrs. Floyd Dunbar, Mrs. Opal located near Eggner's Ferry
Rice, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Bridge at-the junction of U.S. 68 offside sandal. The work of
J. Wilbern Crowe, Mrs. Will and Kentucky 94.
master craftsmen to give you
Henry,Pool, Mrs 0.. M. Bryant,
Mrs. K. T. Vick, Mrs. Frank
a
pattern as intricate as old
Burchett, Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, District Scouters To
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. How- Meet Here April 18
ard Pickering, Mrs. L. B. Sims,
Plans to organize a new Boy
and Mrs. Will Sigler.
Scout cub unit at Fredonia will
roses. This will be under the supervision of A. M. Harvill, who
has also contributed his time and
workmen.
The financing of the beautification project is being taken care of
by the Rose and Garden Club
with gifts from the Gradatim and
Booklovers Clubs, Mrs. William
S. Rice and other private donations.
English auto manufacturers are
again experimenting with steam
cars in hopes of cutting gasoline
imports.
Egypt was once one of the first
Christian countries, but is people
are now predomimmtly Moslem,

be discussed at a meeting of the
Three Rivers District, Boy Scouts
of America, here at 7:30 p. in.
Tuesday, April 18, at the lc U.
office,„,Grayson Harrelson, district chlkirrean, annoueces.
Also, plans will be discussed for
a court of honor to be held here
April 20 at Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church and scouting,
activities for a camporee on Kentucky Lake this summer will be
considered by the group.
Mr. Harrelson also said that
scoutmasters serving troops in the
Three Rivers District are invited
to attend the meeting and /5strkicipate in a round table discussion
—
—

Pupils Make Nut Cups
For Outwood Hospital

•••PENNEY'S THRIFTY
EASTER STORE IS

READY WITH THE

SMARTEST STYLES IN TOWN!

Specially Chosen For Easter
Specially Purchased For Savings
IN TOP STYLES AT:

Select your Easter Parade Frock from
these newest select fashions. Just received from the finest dress manufacturers in the country. Misses Sizes, Half
Sizes.

NEW TRIMS (Fruit, Flowers, Feathers)
NEW

MATERIALS (Felts, Straws,
Rayons)

NEW STYLES:; (Come And See

LAST MINUTE
Reminders For Easter!

TRADE MARK

THE MIRACLE-LUSTRE ENAMEL THAT
LOOKS AND WASHES LIKE BAKE!) ENAMEL
Flows on freely, leaves no brushtnarks.
Dries in 3 to 4 hours leaving your walls
and woodwork smooth and lustrous. As
easy to wash as your refrigerator! Quarts
and gallons in 10 lovely colors; pints in

Seay-white only.

• Silk and Wool Ties
by Wemberly and
'Botany

• Corduroy Jackets
All with the emphasis
HY YOU'LL PREFER

on quality, tailoring
and good looks.

EM-GLO
M-GLO's plastic-smooth surface resists
ns, smudges, scuffing ... withstands hot
ase, boiling water. Can be washed
ndreds of times without losing its luss beauty.

SAVE 4T4 WITH THIS COUPON! ZaVAMSSII
// SPECIAL lit TRY•A•PINT" OFFER

.Gm) STAY-WH!TE
9

JUST THINK OF IT!
Gabardine with tweed trim jackets
and matching solid color gabardine
pants.

TIMM MARK

Sting this coupon) in for your pint of Stay-White
st 981.411y it on kitchen, parch or playroom furniture, window sills, doors. See for yourself how
1011441.0.soombines beauty with derabillts. A pint
40.11•1110111100111.11111.16
OIHR %DOD UNTIL MAT 37, 195U

PINT

NsOm Mt

colors, are to be used with candy'
which is to be given by the American Red Cross.
The school pupils also -are making an album, their second, to be
sent to a foreign Country.

Presenting our New Spring Suit Collaction of
Fine Gabardines and Sharkskins - in a wide color
and pattern choice.
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College Develops An
Expandable Farm House

Knute Rockne's Tutor
Runs A Cattle Ranch

only 18
Ashland, Kans. — Jesse C. Har- Army in 1913. We took
trip."
per will tell you it's not bad be- players on that
It wap back IC 1919 that Haring out of the limelight and bigting football—not bad It all if per went to Notre Dame as coach
director,
you're successful in a new busi- of all sports, athletic
schedule maker and trainer. Beness.
fore that he coached at Alma
Harper, you'll remember, years
College and Wabash
ago guided the football and ath- (Mich.)
(Ind.) College.
letic fOrtunes of Notre Dame's
The captain of the football
'fighting Irish, both as coach and
athletic director. He's the man team his first year at Notre Dame
to
who helped give the great Knute was a youngster who later was
gain renown as the coaching wizRcickne his start.
Fighting Irish—Knute
•Now he's running a 20,300-acre ard of the
cattle ranch near here and find- Rockne.
Harper remained with *he Irish
ing it "a very interesting and a
five years. Rockne was his asvery independent DO."
"You don't have downtown sistant eoach from 1914 to 1917.
/n the spring of 1918 Harper
quarterbacks to explain to," grins
the big 66-year-old man wh9 left Notre Dame to take charge
played a big part in making the of the ranch east of here.
Fighting Irish nationally known. Rockne stepped into the coachHarper still keeps up an active ing job—a case of a student takinterest in football—as a specta- ing the place of the teacher. And
tor. He tries to see a couple of there's an interesting story beHarper himgood games each year, but the hind that, told by
only one he got to last season was self.
In an interview several years
the Notre Datrie-.Southern Whodist thriller. And that, he says, ago, Harper told .a reporter that
"was one of the best I have ever when Notre Dame officials asked
him if he had anyone in mind for
seen."
He conceded today's game is the job, he recommended Rockne.
improved and more interesting He said he had promised it to
than the brand played when he Rockne.
"Rock has had several offers to
was a coach.
"I think it is far advanced," he leave Notre Dame and I've held
says. "More boys get to play. The him here bn the promise that he
high scoring is interesting to would have my job when I left,"
Harper argued.
players and spectators.
Rockne got the job, and kept
—sThe-tsvo-platoon system is fine
when schools of the same size it until he was killed in a plane
are playing each other. It elim- crash at Bazaar, Kans., in 1931.
The wheel of fates pun again
inates a small school taking on a
large one. But it would have been after Rockne's death. Harper was
tough to use it when we played called back to Notre Dame as

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2063

DON'T WORRY OVER
"WHICH BILL TO PAY"—
PAY THEM ALL
,
THIS EASER WAY! mama)

-;11
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Fescue And Ladino .
Yield Good Return

FIRE

IN SURANCt
Archie Jewell of the Hors.
families
A house plan for farm
community in Lfart count'
Cave
has been designed by the College figure,' that he made at least
&imamof Agriculture and Hoitie
$2.52 last year from a 14-acre
nl r if of 'Kentucky, in
-etsfesasse-atud
a
proliellri
connection wit a
This is the way he reported it 10
calis
which,
housing. The plan,
Farm Agent Free W. Wallace. He
led the "Kentucky Expandable sold 7,000 pounds of fescue seed at
House, may be expanded from a 25 cents a pound, and 304 pounds
four-room, one story house with of cleaned Ladino clover seed at
or without basement to a six- $1.75 cents a pound, making a
room, one and a half story house total of $2,232. Then he estimated
with two bedrooms upstairs.
the value of 450 bales of threshThe overall dimensions of the ed clover straw fed to the liveby
THE
house are 34 by 30 feet or 32
stock at $50, and the value of the
WETH-R-MASTEI
28 feet. The plan includes a liv- pasture at $200. Thus the 14-acre
ingroom, combined kitchen and field brought him an average of
dinintroom, two of four bed- $180 an acre.
rooms, bath and work porch. If
the family prefers a one-story
Kabul, the capital of Afghanishouse, provision is made for add- tan, recently paved its streets for
on
bedrooms
ing one or two, extra
the first time.
the ground floor.
the
Prof J. B. Kelley, head of
agricultural engineering section,
o
ege
o
y
i
e
0
ager
Dorm
aid
aver
to
PERMANENT ALORNu
eammates ru
T ID:
said the house provides for all
Square Garden floor after the
requirements of good living
New York and Aaron Preece of Bradley es the. two lay stunned on Madison
York
New
in
week
last
s
AWNINGS
on the farm, including ample
crashing together in first half of final game in the NCAA championship
with a gash over
Al Reasonable Pr.,
City. Preece continued for the remaining three minutes of the half but•Mager,
sleeping quarters and adequate
Mager
over
Bending
his left eye which required five stitches, did not return until the second half.
storage and work space.
• Adds to the beams q
(34i
Kelly
Jim
are
is' City College's Al Roth. The referee is Lott Eisenstein. The other players
horns'!
Plans for this house may be orcol*
lions . . . priced to sea
of Bradley and Ed Roman of City College. CCNY won 71 to 68. (AP Wirephoto)
dered from the 'agricultural en(
t
Pocketbook—a
at
NOW!
college
the
gineering section of
Road Contract Awarded Lexington. Seventeen other farm
Baptist -Make .Large
Call for FREE est in
house plans may also be ordered
In Caldwell County
Gains In The South
Award of contracts totaling from the college.
Southern Baptistt gained 463
$1,162,477 and providing for 118 Test A Leader Classified Ad!
new churches last year. They now
miles of rural secondary highway
have 27,285 churches and 6,761,improvements was announced this
265 members,'according to an anweek by Rural Highway Comnouncement made by Porter
missioner Emerson Beauchamp.
Routh, secretary of survey and
Lowry
Cynthia
By
The work, financed from state
information for the denomination.
It turns out that most of my gasoline tax revenue, included
They baptized 334,892 new mem24 projects in 23 counties.
bers last year. This was 24,666 friends are aelurophobes.
I suppose that every cat owner
Among the conrtacts, all callmore than in 1948.
the ing for reconstruction and traffic
Net gain in church membership comes to the realization that
with a bound surfacing, was one for
for the year was 272,044. Sunday world is full of people
In offices and shops,
school enrollment was up eiglat morbid fear and dread of mem- Caldwell- county:
it
and
family,
cat
the
of
road
bers
Creswell-Enon-Fredonia
per cent to 4,643,650. Training
refresh at the familiar red cooler
Union enrollment was up 14.5 per doesn't seem to matter whether from KY. 91 in Fredonia to le/Y.
cent to 1,235,438. Woman's Mis- the feline is a new-born kitten 139, 11.3 miles; Mott de Blackburn Co., Mexico, Ky., $73,sionary Union enrollment was up or a hungry lion on the loose.
Therefore, it is with consider- 836.98.
10.1 per cent to 943,135. Brotherhoot enrollment was up 19.4 per able pride and relish that I can
don't hold her on our laps any
cent to 142,412.
say that we are pretty certain our
more, and we don't even stroke
Southern Baptists built $97,772,- cat, Toni, is an anthrophobe, a
her new grown crop of fur. We
animals
for
invented
we
property
church
word
047 worth of new
explain the situation to cat-lovto bring total value to more than allergic to people.
ing people by telling them about
one half billion dollars. They gave
Toni, black and white and of the pigeon that was people-toed
$178,337,307 for the support of uncertain parentage, is under a
and the frog with a man in his
their churches last year. This was specialist's care, receiving daily
throat, both very old jokes.
$22,762,803 more than in 1948. dosage of anti-histamine and beHowever, having an anthroMission gifts last year were $31,- ing tested. We've been able to
phobe in the family is a very un316,818.
wool,
powder,
face
eliminate food,
handy business, particularly as
looks as Toni's
athletic director. He resigned in dust and feathers. So it
allergy isn't directed par1933 to devote his entire time to though the trouble with Toni is ticularly against people who fear
people.
her. The discouraging part is that
his ranch.
Aar for it riiAer may ... heti
Before becoming an inadvert- she's just as allergic to us, her
Today, pipe-smoking Jesse Hartradt-seerks mean Al lest thing.,
per is content to remain on the ent cat-owner, I took a clinical family, as she is to the lady
ranch which takes care of from interest in people who dreaded across the street.
pomp maim ALM401111TY Of TO COCA-COLA COMPANY 55
1,500 to 2,000 cattle a year. Active cats. It was a bit of nuisince to
HOPK1NSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
managemtnt of the business is in eat lunch with Jean because one
Sea slugs have about the same l
Cde
0 MO,ma Cora
the hands of a son, Mell Harper. had to case a restaurant for cats nutritional value as oysters.
Mr. and Mrs. Harper live in an before she's enter. Stell is amus11-room ranch-style stone house, ing because she can't bear to look
with every modern convenience at a magazine or newspaper picthey could have in town. Harper ture of any member of the "cat
—
takes an active interest in civi, family.
The lady across the street runs
affairs and is credited with having done much toward develop- into the house and locks the door
ment of good highways in his if any neighborhood cat crosses
within view, even when the cat
county.
The Harpers have two other is mjpding his own business.
When we first were accepted by
children, Katherine and James.
Toni as her own, we started receiv in g preliminary telephone
calls from fraidy-cats who planned to drop in. On specific instructions we had to lock the cat
in the cellar or a bedroom before
for
our aelurophobe friends would
come calling.
• GOOD QUALITY
It was all right for a short call,
but the most ghastly week-end we
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
ever put in was when a cat-hat*GOOD VALUE
ing friend spent a couple of days
with us. We spent all the time
• IN GOOD TASTE
making sure Toni was far out of
Our friend's sight. The friend was
see
as jumpy as a cat is supposed to
be. And Toni, with the knowledge
and perversity of her species,
wanted more than anything to
get at our guest, either to try to
Phone 3284
Princeton, EY
charm or to tease him.
Finally we decided that it was
Toni or aelurophobes, and Toni
won.
However, last winter, Teni
started shedding her fine, long
coat. She looked very strange indeed and we tried any number
of remedies to cure her strange
ailment. When warm weather
came and she began spending
most of the days and nights chasing mice and moles with considerable success and birds with a
notable lack of it, all the hair
came back.
It happened again this winter,
so back to the vet's she went.
After a week's hospiltalization.
the diagnosis came back: allergy.
The vet advised a series of allergy tests-40 tests for $25. She
wasn't allergic to a n y of the
items on that allergy list, and
Ie
now we are conducting our own
item-by-item experiments.
We are pretty certain now that
Toni is allergic to people. We
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M. YOUNG1

Allis -Chalmers
Dealer

Cat Owner Decides
Pet Is Allergic
To All People

Fredonia, .Ky

YOU CAN BORROW the money from us to pay all
your bills in one lump sum. Then you'll have only ono place to
pay and only ono small payment to make each month.
PHONE OR COME IN

and tell us how much you need.

Jrtiesituie FINANCE CORPORATION Of KY.
PHONE UM
110 W. Market Street
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, Mgr.

DollarforrDollar-A
you can't beat a

Pox-rine

BUTLER HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Princeton, Ky.
jt

Chieftain De Lax* 4-0eer, Sir-Cylinder Sedan
sidesaell tires and hoot,ening swards)'
(inclesalieg

AU that's Good and
Desirable In a Fine Car!
It's no wonder people agree so essay with the idea that
dollar/.s'dollar, you CAlei boat Pontiac/
Pontiac is the lowest-priced Straight Eight in America.
Pontiac is the lowest-priced car offering the wonderful convented& of Ghlii Hydra-Matic Drive. Pontiac is famous the
world over lot its record on the road of real economy and
long life. And certainly not the least of Pontiac's virtues is
sts outstanding beauty — Pontiac is certainly the most
beautiful thing as wheelat

Mohair

ladwoo Coops
&Amman« Seam Cerise • • • • $1639
... $1741
Sod.n town,
$17g2
Chieftain 2-0,.,Sedan .....$1762

..... _$17412
4-Door
&Won ..•
$1792
Chirdtoln 4-000,
$edan.....
31813
*Mahan Ck•
Lam* 4-0ow
1154155i Sj§44,20
illarresal
All eseeirti
isrireel heel:4e •
fewness Pserhoes
lyr<plieder
Seraieht tJ46„
h. any andel
at MP 65.5•..
Stair, ea/ Mr./
&yes, i/ ay,
445$5.
..4,1•111 are
leo go cAarote
aeresserks—esara Prase. lei.
seithert week*.
Prices .-p,/r
55.75555551,
07=4144,,atir, dee ee

M.'& S.,MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
Princeton, Kentucky

Phone 3163

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
STOMACH
HARVEY
The
TREATMENT goes further
thasszpest stomach treatments
pn the market today. It is made
up of four different medionzes.
One of the main ingredf$A is
belladonna.
We guarantee 'this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD USCG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.
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A welcome host to workers

'BEST BAND IN DIXIE'
IN CONCERT HERE
8:15 P. M. APRIL 8
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Band Boosters—U. K. Alumni Club
Butler High School Band

NE NIGHT ONLY
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ADULTS 60c
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Garden's Success
ends On Fertilizer
Cynthia Lowry
:make May
t lots more than raininto the production.
Is a year-round job,
silty of the garden deoat entirely on the
And the quantity of
the responsibility of
cr. But even after too.
has been enriched or
soil had been lightened
ntioue to be fed Judie diet which will main-

Organic fertiliters are primerily the manures—cow, h rse
sheep or chicken. Fresh manure
has Its uses, but must be handled
carefully, for it is strong and apt
to burn the tender young roots
of plants. Well-rotted manure,
mixed with straw, rich and more
bland is better to general purposes.
It improves the quality of soil
and breaks down slowly when
dug into and incorporated into
the earth. Some plants—particularly roses and peonies (which
ns fertilizing the soil. hate it, to come into contact with
ays to do it are rough- the inner roots) are among those
Organic or inorganic which benefit immeasureably by
an annual feeding. Even during
ne and compost.

MA NEN T ALI?

W..N I N

Rea.somtwe
do to Use beam

ALER'S NAME
NOW FEATURING THE
DE LUXE G-E "EIGHT"

! Attractive ibt;oit
for FREE

er lum

Phone SIN

Model
NC-8G

ROOMY—More than 8 cu ft
of refrigerated storage space
• ...Full 14 sq ft of shelf area...
Plenty for large families.
DELUXE—Packed with worksaving, trouble-saving conveniences ... Deep fruit and
vegetable drawers .. . Deep
meat drawer . . . Stainlesssteel freezer ... Stainless-steel
shelves.

COMPANY SY

LING CO.
, The Cato-Cale Omm

Space Maker

REFRIGERATOR
More than 2,200,000 G-E Refrigerators
have been in use for 10 years or longerl

rinceton Lumber Co.
minary St.

111 a IL a.e.-

Phone 2081

Authorized Dealer

GENERAL

ELECTRIC ,

REFRIGERATORS

410tast

(April 9th)
Better Order Your
Flowers Now
Potted Plants
Corsages
Cut

Flowers

We Have Them All

Says Strawberries •
Might Help Out In
Tobacco Reduction
Strawberries might replace a
part of the reduced tobacco acreage, according to W. W. Magill of
the College 'of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. Over a period of 25
years, he says the income an acre
from strawberries compares favorably with the income from burs.
ley tobacco.
Commercial strawberry production is already established in several areas in Kentucky.. Magill
says the acreage could be expanded in these areas. Markets are organized and berry growing is a
part of the regular farm program:
In many counties(w here no
commercial strawberry production exists, it is practically impossible to Purchase home-grown
berries for family use. Such local
markets offer opportunities for
farmers to make berries substitute for some of the redaction
in the tobacco program, Magill
.
said.
According to this college fruit
specialist, strawberries naturally
follow tobacco in a rotation, Tobacco ground is free from cutworms, grubworms,'root lice and
weed seed, especially seed of
crabgrass. This means that 'land
in tobacco last year is ready for
strawberry plants this spring.
The Blakemore variety represents nearly three-fourths of the
commercial strawberries n o w
grown in Kentucky. Other recommended varieties are Tennessee
Beauty, Premier and Tennessee
Shipper. Magill does not recommend so-called everbearing varieties for commercial production.
The Kentucky State Horticulture Society sponsors a "400crate an acre strawberry club."
Top prize last year went to Charles Cone of Marshall county, who
produced 422 crates an acre.

ARDEN !Homemakers Study
Better Management

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

41141111.4.161011
Hundreds of Kentucky homemakers have made their daily
WHITS POTATOES, Ill
-easier the past year
--As -WOW Al the potatoes
up, two insects will come. There of improved kitchens, planned
are the Colorado beetle and the storage space, better laundry
black fleabeetle. The former equipment or arrangement, use of
makes large holes in the leaves, electricity and better housekeepsometimes chewing them off. The ing methods generally. About 25,fleabeetle is responsible for the 372 farm families adopted one or
many small holes that cause the more suggestions as given in
setting-back of the plants and leaders training schools in 68
sometimes their death even before counties by Miss Ida Hagman and
Miss Frances Stallard.
any tubers are set.
Improved kitchens numbered
For this insect there was no
really effective control until DDT 6,645, and included rearrangement
came on the market, but by us- of equipment, remodeling, proing it, yields have always been viding work, rest and planning
increased and sometimes doubled, centers, adding step saving ideas.
and the crop itself has. been has- and improving the appearance of
tened by as much as two weeks. the room.
DDT comes in 50 per cent wetMore than 10,000 homemakers
table form for making spray and said they had put into practice
as 5 per cent dust ready for use, many' improved housekeeping
For making spray, one pound Is practices, such as the use of a lap
dissolved -in 50 gallons of water, table, using trays for carrying
or for smaller amounts, 2 level several articles, making plans of
tablespoons per gallon of water. work and sitting while doing cerThree applications should be tain jobs.
made, on the following schedule:
Laundry facilities were improv(1) When all the potatoes are ed in 2,229 farm homes through I
up, the largest plants-possibly 4 purchase of equipment and coninches tall, the smallest showing venient arrangement.
as just a twist of leaves breakFour thousand, six hundred and
ing through.
forty-nine homemakers were as(2) Ten days later:
sisted with selection or use of
•
(3) Ten days later.
electric lights or equipment.
potatoes
the
By this time,
Typical of the increased interest
should be 15 to 18 inches tall, and in convenient homes is Hart
all the leaves that have been
county, where 60 of 98 rural womtouched with this material 'will be
en reporting said they had runPuncture-free and will remain so ning water in their kitchens. Durfor the life of the vine s, but
ing the past four months, they reabove this line, there will be
modeled 11 kitchens, rearranged
holes. This would indicate that a
18 and provided 22 additional
fourth application might be made
storage spaces. New equipment
and that is 30 except that there included 75 pieces of the kitchen,
as
profit
much
so
be
not
will
17 for the laundry and 20 for genfrom those that make up the eral cleaning.
above schedule.
That farm women are realizing'
DDT kills the Colorado beetles more fully the importance of
at the same time as it destroys management of home problems I
the fleabeetles, and as well the was indicated when 2,557 home-1
cabbage worms and spotted Cu. ntakers reported that they had
cumber beetles that sometimes improved their management of
come.
time, 1,030 kept home accounts
DDT has another use, for mak- and 749 did financial planning.
ing poison bran mash for con- More than 11,000 farm families
trolling the cutworms that some- were helped to do better tallying.
times migrate from grasslands or
cover-cropped fields close by. The
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
"recipe" is, bran, 8 pounds; 50
Per cent wettable DDT, 14 pound
and enough water to make a
crumbly mash. Pinches of this
-mash are sown among the plants
that show presence of this insect, Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
and particularly as a "barrage"
Dial 3211
toward the size of the patch
when the cutworms are likely to
come.
11111.11.11,1110111111111.101414114111111111.111114

the winter, manure spread over
inactive ground provides a tonic,
particularly combined with snow.
Snow alone is a fertilizer of a
type, carrying introgen into the
soil.
Another important use for manure is in liquid form. This involves the use of a barrel (best
placed in an unobtrusive spot).
A foot or so of manure is placed
in the bottom of the barrel which
is then filled with water and a
cover placed on it. After brewing
for a month or so, the liquid may
be drawn off as needed—used di- luted to the color of weak tea. It
is particularly handy for feeding
plane in mid-summer or where
quick feeding is indicated. If you
have enough of it, there's nothDON'T buy Automoing better for trees as well as
bile insurance on
flowers and vegetables.
price alone. Find out
Wood ashes, bonemeal, superwhat protection you
phosphate—all these are fertilikind
get and what
zers, too, to be used where and
of service the ageut
as needed in the job of giving
can give you. Value
plant food to sterile earth or re
for v a 1 u e. .we will
'punishing the supplies absorbed
t h e policies
match
by growing things. But none of
through this
issued
them should be used thoughtlessany
agency against
ly or even too often. You'd ney.
is the state.
er dig in wood-ashes around acidloving plants or scatter it on
lawns, for instance.
Lime is a soil conditioner —
COMET( ..s5uSANCE SERVICE
good for sandy .soil as swell as
MAAgJI 5,
Wsf
clay—and is an important tool
of the gardener. It will sweeten
sour soil, make a too-rich soil
better, but it is rare earth indeed
which requires an annual dosage.
Commercial fertilizers are the
ones with the numerical legends
traced on the bags, 5-10-5, 2-6-4
and such. These magic figures
merely. represent the proportions
of nitrogen, phosphorus and potash contained in the compound.
They are necessary abjuncts to
every garden—but they are supplementary aids. They are safe
and easy to use but they are more
like shots-in-the-arm, not long
term soil improvers.
Peat moss, like lime, is not a
fertilizer. There's no plant food
In it, but it's a wonderful soil
ingredient to lighten and aerate
heavy soil.
Bonemeal is a wonderful plant
food. It's expensive--when compared to lime, for instance—but
its advantages when mixed into
the garden is that it dissolves
slowly and does a long-term enriching job.
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KEACH'S in Hopkinsville I

ace your order for telegraphed,flower orders early,

FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS

we can relay your order before the rush.
nd potted plants early. Might as well be enjoyed al
w days before Easter.
thoughtful gift is a plant .to your Church. Everyone
:Ints tSeir Church lovely on Easter.

Pogo Nino,.

,
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BEDS FOR WORM/
Lanark, 111.—(AP)—Don Russ
has come up with a neat idea for
packaging fishing worms. He's
putting them en the market in
transparent plastic bags. Inside
each bag are 38 to 42 angle worms
in a bedding made of a cellulose
X ure.
"The worms will keep nicely for
six months," says Buss, who has
been in the bait business for five
years. He also plans to sell the
bedding in boxes of five pounds
or more.
"Kids can gather night crawl-

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

erg in wet weather, put them in
the bedding and sell the latter,"
he says. "The average kid can
pick up 200 or more an hour."

H. C. P'Pool Tractor

And Implement Co.

More than one-seventh of
Utah's area, or 13,130 square
miles, is stit(Y to cOnTtln wornble coal deposits.

Your
Headquarters
For

Plague died down in Europe in
the 18th century after 1,200 years.

Ferguson Tractors
Phone 3226
Hopkinsville Rd.
Princeton, Ky.

Canton, China, lost 100,000 persons in 1804.

The Finest Selection
F

Caleit Cafridit
For Your Lady Fair

•
Beautiful Boxes of BELLE CAMP, WHITMAN'S and SCHRAFFT'S
in various assortments.

Choose yours at the Corner Drug Store where you will find a
wide selection!

See Our Candy Counter Now!

Corner Drug Store

Prescriptions A
Specialty

DIAL 3404

Telephone Wages
Are Way Ahead of the
Cost of Living
Ar$

^

-s,-'

Eight General Increases in the Last Ten Years Have- Boosted Wage Rates 117%
While Living Costs Have increased About 73%. Any Further increase
in Wages Would Have to be Paid by Telephone Customers
Telephone employees, like everyone else,
have faced a steep increase in the cost of
living during the last ten years. What about
telephone wages—have they kept up?
As the chart clearly shows, telephone
wages have more than kept pace—leaving a
substantial margin in our employees' favor.
Telephone wage rates have been increased
117 per cent since 1939 compared with an
increase of about 73 per cent in the cost of
living for Southern cities.

Increases in Southern Bell Wage Rates
and in Living Costs Since 1939
SIR CENT
INCRIASI

SIR CINT
1NCRIASI

120

100

Southern Bell employees have received
eight general wage increases in the last ten
years. In addition, they regularly receive

automatic "progression" raises according to
,a schedule which begins the day they start
work and continues with frequent increases
until they reach top pay for their respective
jobs.
During the next twelvemonths, 3 out de
4 Southern Bell employees will receive at
least one such automatic increase. Many will-get two and three.
Today, as always, -Southern Bell people
receive wages which compare favorably with
those paid by other concerns in the community for comparable skills and experience.
Can you think of any yardstick fairer than,
that?
Add to good wages the assurance of yearround employment, liberal sickness, accident and death benefits, and a pension plan
that is among the best in all industry, and
you can readily see that telephone employees

MOH POINT
AUGUST 1044
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County FEA Group
'Jointer Contest&

Page Ten

Eggs of the hums,,
The first movie actors to receive
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Drive Begins
Cancer
and ard, ere fancied by Saath
Jenninp
Emil
were
(,)scars"
STATE OF KENTUCKY, CALDcan gourmet..
Central Presbyterian
Janet Gaynor "for the best acting
In County Monday
WELL CIRCUIT POURT:
Moulten rock inside Op
Meet
Frances W. Me(Degor, Plaintiff 'The- annual cancer drive for in pictures released In Los AngeTo
Men's Group
is called magma, a orsek
VS.
The men's group of the Central AUTO GLASS: Sheet testy FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
county opens Monday, les, Calif., between August 1, 1927,
Cilciwell
meaning dough
Presbyterian Church will resume
and Electrical Supplies, visit Nellie Smith, at al Defendant -April 10. with a goal of $1500, it and July 31. 1928,"
[lase cut and installed le all
In EQUITY
_
Stalling itRentW-EliCW:.- By virtue of a judgment of the I, announced by Mrs. F. E.
their monthly
cars. Williams Texaco cry
April 14, at a supper meeting to
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone Caldwell Circuit Court rendered chairman. Statistics show that
Station. Corner Plum & main.
36 From Fredonia
tic
begin at 6:30 p. m. Those who
MO or 2389. Work guaranteed. the .above entitled cause at the there were 350,000 cases of cancer
Phone 557.
tic March Term, 1950, the undersignwish to attend are asked to conChapter Will Compete
treated in Kentucky in 1949 with
}impedequality
High
ed will on MONALEY, the 10th
tact George Eldred and make re- FOR SALE:
25 per cent of them being lent
at
m.
and
p.
1
at,
Holstein
1950,
Choice
April,
SALE:
of
For District Awards
Day
FOR
servation for the meal.
za seed. Test 99.70 per cent purOVER 3,500 CONTRACTS
door int Princeton, home cured while 2,965 deaths
Thirty-six members of the FreGuernsey heifer calves. T. B., the Courthouse
ity; 93 per cent germination.
expose to public were attributed to the disease.
to
proceed
Ky.,
ConDonald
Thomasop,
Bobby
of
donia Chapter, Future Farmers
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks sale to the highest bidder the folAlso Ladino clover, certified
Some of Largest in
Half the money raised in Caldwel)
America, will participate in the way, Roy Massey, Kenneth Marold. Price delivered by truck lowing property:
and commercial Ky. 31 fescue.
Cancer
American
the
for
county
lhapter
The Country
Stromatt,
Benny
Field Day and contests of the tin and
to your farm: Six weeks at $45. SECOND TRACT:
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
for
A certain tract, piece or parcel Society is kept in this area
Western Kentucky Federation to meeting; Linz Brown, public
32-He
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
4212 or 4202.
of land situated, lying and being treating local cases.
be held Friday, April 7, at Daw- speaking; Lewis Felker, imprompon approval in lots of five or in
Caldwell County, Kentucky,
tu speaking; Charles Vinson, beef FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
son Springs, it is announced.
more. Some one year and two on the waters of Montgomery
Beginning at a white oak on
Fredonia members competing cattle; Leroy McNeely, sheep;
Cruiser control, shift to Scottyear old heifers. Write or wire Creek fork of Tradewater River, the west side of Whites School
thence
INSPECTION AND ESTIMAIt,
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
In the contests will be Jack Ba1V- Johnnie Martin, dairying; James
Merlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wis- and bounded and described as fol- House road Bell's corner poles
with Bell's line S-80-W 52
er, Joe Conway, Joe Sheridan, Cartwright, hogs; William Phelps, shift to reverse and forward. 4
384Itc lows:
consin.
thence
pointer
beech
stake
Beginning at a stone on the to a
2 h. p. with
/
Paul Vinson, Tommie Norman, poultry; Bertram Jones, corn and
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
S-22-E about 53 poles to a stone
shift. Williams Texaco Serviee THE FREDONIA SEED CO.: is south side of the Sandlick Road, thence N-65-E crossing graveyard
corner
poplar,
a
to
South
thence
St
Main
serfield
and
complete
a
offering
StationPlum
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
to S. E. Smiley; thence East to 45 poles 10 ft. to a stone thence
tfc
vice to the seed producar this stone, another corner of S. E. N-11-E 23 poles 2 feet to a stone
Phone 2445.
PlIONF ::1•
P. 0. BOX 256
furYou
coming harvest time.
Smiley; thence North to a stone thence N-851
2-W about 4 poles to
/
FOR SALE: If you don't know
with
thence
nish the field, we combine, re- on the said road;
a black walnut thence N-I4-W 12
used cars, be sure you know
clean and process at reasonable said road in a westerly direction
supposed to poles to center of old Dawson
beginning,
the
to
the dealer. For clean, used cars
term. Make your arrangements contain 40 acres, more or less, Springs and Princeton Roard
in all price ranges, see Ranearly. Current demand exceeds and is a part of the same land thence with center of White
A-1.
are
Ours
Motors.
dolph
the supply of field seeds. Call conveyed to the said D. A. Smiley School house road same course
Ford sales and service. 36-titc
Fredonia 4202 or 4212. 30-1tc by J. W. Gilkey and wife, by deed continued 30 poles to the begindated August 3rd, 1910, and reFOR SALE: One five-room house FOR SALE: I am selling, by corded in Deed Book 32, page ning. Containing 25 acres more
or less.
with bath, lights, water and
Byrd Guess, auctioneer, my en- 172, Caldwell County Court
There is reserved and not inClerk's Office.
gas. Priced reasonable. Mrs.
stock,
second-hand
of
stock
tire
Being the same land conveyed cluded herein the lands staked
J ohm_ Hall. 110 E. Young St.
at
beginning
8,
April
Saturday,
A.
D.
for the Witherspoon Cemetery
off
to Bailey McGregor by
39-2te
Dial 2170.
1 p. m. Herman Kannady. West Smiley and Stella. Smiley, by not to exceed one half acre.
.conveyed
Being the,same land
40-Hp deed dated the 21st day of April,
Market St.
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
1924, of record in Deed Eiook 83, to 'Bailey McGregor by George
not Overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
Court
County
deed
Witherspoon
by
dated JanFPR SALE: Two sows and 17 page 179, Caldwell
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
uary 27, 1942, of record in Deed
Clerk's Office.
mile
1
James,
Willie
See
pigs.
32-47tp
Title to the above described Book 83, page 204, Caldwell Counfrom courthouse, on Wilson land
was adjudged to be in the ty Court Clerk's Office.
40-Hp heirs of Bailey McGregor, deWarehouse road.
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
Said sale is being made for the
by a judgment of the purpose of division among heirs. i
ceased,
repairmodels; clocks, jewelry
WANTED: Salesman; will pay Caldwell Circuit Court, dated the The purchaser will be required to I
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
good price for a good salesman. 14th day of March, 1950, of record give bond with good personal se"Pete" Russell, certified watchC&L Tractor Co. Dial 3305. In Civil Order Book 43, page 602, curity for the payment of the
maker. 203 It Harrison St.
40-1tc Caldwell Circuit Court Clerk's purchase money, payable to the
Master Commissioner, bearing
33-tfc
Office.
fr
percent interest from date until
FOR SALE: Several good, used THIRD TRACT:
WALLPAPER SALE: One-half
A certain tract or parcel of land paid, having the effect of a Judgice boxes. Princeton Lumber
KenCounty,
300
Caldwell
over
which
on
or
in
of
ment
Replevin
bond,
lying
wallpaper
price on
Company, S. Seminary street. tucky on the Waters of Flynn's execution may issue at maturity,
patterns to choose from. Joiner
40-lic Fork.
with a lien reserved for the payof
home
Hardware Company,
Beginning at a poplar and ment thereof. Said sale will be
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
limited time only,
white oak on the side of a hill made on a credit of six months.
29-17tc
near the spring one of the orig- AMY FRANCES LITTLEPAGE,
Ky.
regular $1.00jar HOW
Master Commissioner. C. C. C.
inal corners of George W. Stalhay crops; Johnnie Martin, tobactins land and corder to land now Attorney C. R. BAKER
owned by Charlie Fox thence Princeton, Ky., March 22, 1950.
co; James Dalton, farm shop;
with calls of said Fox's deed
39-3tc
Arnold Wigginton, home improveDorothy Perkins; Deodorant is &hen*
N-22-E 100 poles to a Black oak
ment; Lewis Felker, REA; and
'hollow
with
the
in
oak
white
and
different ... your daily charm insurance, now
LET NO GRAVE
Linz Brown, vocal. The Fredonia 400 Future Farmers
2-W
/
another of Fox's lines N-851
secretary's
premium-saving buy! Gently, safely deodorises
a
Chapter will enter its
74 poles to a stone corner to the BE UNMARKED-To Attend Field Day
Weatherspoon land thence S-11- Enduring Quality Memorials
book, treasurer's book and a
Always creamy soft, deftest* fragrant. Greasily
At Dawson Springs
W 23 poles to stone thence N-65newsletter.
Moderate Prices
in
stone
a
to
feet
10
poles
45
W
of
Members
the
ChapButler
'sad stainless. Get yowl susuntor supply today
The judges this year, it was
lieu of dogwood Ann Baker Cor- Phone 2640, Write or Visit
stated, will place contestants in ter, Future Farmers of America, ner. with Baker line S-40-W 140
P... at half peicel
be
will
400
among
future
farmAllen Monumental
•
each event into one of the followpoles to a hickory, Leeman Stalers to attend a Field Day of the lins
excellent,
operal
classifications:
heel
g
n
i
S-36-E
spire
line
his
with
slim
corner
the
like..
you
Works
The chic low-cut vamp
West
Kentucky District and to 66 poles to a stone on north side
Gray.
good, fair or unclassified. The top
Dawson Rd. at Center St.
Suede in so-blendable new mellow Kolabrown or
entry in each excellent group will compote...bar prizes in 28 different of road S-63-W 18 poles to black
Princeton, Ky.
Petal-perf'd calf in Navy Blue. Black. Town Brown. So
eoni.eitts to be held Friday, April oak E. M. Ward's corner thence
the
represent
to
designated
be
with his line in a south direction
beautifully fitting by this famed maker!
Springs,
it
Dawson
is
at
7;
anwhich
finals,
state
the
in
district
S-25-W 40 poles to a white oak
will be held at the State F.F.A. nounced.
as seen in Vogue
thence with J. H. Stallins line in
WS 3-0
The
Butler
Chapter
will
enter
7-9.
June
a northeast direction N-77-E 60
convention at Louisville
a
newsletter,
poles to corner of 7 acres tract
the
and
secretary's
receive
District winners will
which is hickory and white oak
awards totalling about $5,000. treasurer's book and a chapter now a stone thence S-85-E 82
Also, State winners will represent music event.
poles to a stone corner to lands
Besides these entries, individ- of Dempsey Williams thence with
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
Kentucky in a national contest to
be held at Kansas City, Missouri. uals of the chapter to compete hir his line N-15-E 122 poles to post
prizes will be Ellis Johnston, oak and hickory now a stone
public speaking; Bernard Jones, thence with another of his lines
Jr., impromptu speaking; Wayne N-76-E 25 poles to the beginning.
. GRADE A BEEF
Ill
White, dairying; Roy Hawkins, The above Calls taken from recROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK,
ords in Clerk's Office.
hogs; Ellis Johnston, corn; Earl
lb.
lb.
Being the same land conveyed
E. Wood, dark tobacco; Jack to Dr. Bailey McGregor by Mrs.
BEEF
RIBS,
SHORT
Cook, burley tobacco; Edward Bettie Jackson, a wrdow, of Dawlb.
Near, home improvement, and son Springs, Kentucky by deed
Roy Hawkins, livestock coopera- dated 21st day of August, 1948,
SMOKED REGULAR PICNICS,
SMOKED REGULAR HAMS, whole or
recorded in Deed Book 83, page
tive. The chapter meeting contest
shandless, lb.
half, lb.
199, Caldwell County Court
32(
team will be composed of Billy Clerk's Office.
Joe Pierce, Jack Cook, Herbert FOURTH TRACT:
Bring your Country Hams, Shoulders and
Attention Farmers:
A certain trail. or parlof land
Scott, Jim Hodge, Ellis Johnston,
Jowl to your RED FRONT STORE
Billy Martin, Lucian Hall, Joe lying in Caldwell County, KenCHERRIES, South Haven. red ',our
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
Pool, Ozell Haile and Billy Pat tucky and described as follows:
3 for . 50(
Hart. Other participants will be
2 Jur
pitted, 10 oz. can
in syrup, No. V.:: can
Claudie Boaz, vocal solo; Marshel
FEDERAL LAND BANK
PORK & BEANS, Scott Count)
APPLE BUTTER, Dutch Girl
Ethridge, piano solo; James
1
No. 214 can
19(
t
28 oz. jar
LOANS
Hodge, orchestral instrument solo,
",$))
Ripe
Vine
COFFEE,
CATSUP,
Loving
Cup
add
TOMATO
Wyndal
Offer
Haile,
novelty
in4q
strument contest.
lb. 65c,
3 lbs.
14 oz. bottle
CHEAP MONEY TO
a
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
FARMERS Through
.B&PW Members To
4
2 lb. box
12/(
No. 2 can
THREE RIVERS NATE FARM
, Entertain Employers
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. Strained 8
CORN, Smart Shopper, Wh. Cr. Style
N.
ASS
LOAN
Members of the Business and
41 2 oz. can
Co. Gent, 20 oz. can
3 for . - • 291,
Professional Women's Club will Loans made on good farms
.HOMINY, Scott County.
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Mustard, Kale
entertain their employers at their from 10 to 33 years at 4% inin
No. 2 cid 9e, i
regular dinner meeting at the terest on amortized payments
3 for
(
.or Turnip;18 oz. can
Every rain helps keep it * Starts white ... stays
First
whit*
Christian Church Monday '
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson's
SAUER KRAUT, Lang, fancy
clean! Let us tell you
SEE
night, April 10, „it was announced
* Spreads for ...
how its "self-cleaning"
46 oz. can
No. 21 2 can
10(
solid
Tuesday by Miss Elizabeth Gray.!
action keeps your home * Protects against rot,
Curtis Pacific
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice, plain
J. D. ALEXANDER
MACKEREL, Cu
president.
rust A n d decay
sparkling white. Made in
lb.
Secretary - Treasurer
No. 1 tall can
self-cleaning tints, too.
Hainan Island has been Chin- Dial 3351
Princeton, Ky.
Pan
BUTTER,
Peter
TOILET
PEANUT
TISSUE, Swanstioa n,
$4.95
ese for 2,000 years.
11
roll
smooth, 12 09. jar
Gal. •
sl.
POPCORN. Sunburst
PINEAPPLE, Sliver Rivers, drua(I
21
10 oz. can
.No. 2 can
1 011
— $165 CLEAN WALLPAPER CLEANER CIGARETTES, popular brands
carton (tax inc.) Ky. only .
can
LIMA BEANS, Larson's all green
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Naar!'
Good, Used Dodge Pick-Up; good motor and
fresh, can
15(
* Hold gloss
tee
_....? for
No. 2 can
color
These amazing painte
BROOMS. Good Quality,
•It•sist fading
BLACKBERRY JELLY, Monarch
mIldow
good tires.
stay bright, and
hold
* Excellont
five sewed
12 oz. jar
-........ .....
their color for
*
*
on•-road
years.
$2.36
(RAPE JAM, Monarch
TOMATOES, May Day
hiding
Good Used Ford Tractor with reconditioned
•
16 oz. Jar
.11
19 oz. can
.
Fisher's
FOOD,
CHEESE
AMERICAN
POTATOES,
Nene,
MO,
I,ee
new
motor,
tires and new battery.
2 lb. box
12
whole. No. 2 can
69(
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TERMITE SPECIALISTS
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, Pro

FREE

WITTY AND CARL

Use

COf5PS

FOR EASTER

new Spring colors in chic d'Orsay

peras

Price Sale

-1

50

local FFA Chapter
To Enter Contest

$8.95

Sala 401(11 C144 iVail

Princeton Shoe Company

Red Front Offers
Meat Specials

79( „

re's how to tro e

your horneskine
with

45(

V PONT PAIN

DU PONT

Si

15(

HOUSE
PAINT

!
cleans itself

223(
35

DU PONT
"DULUX"
TRIM a TRELLIS
FINISHES

ATTENTION!

resist fading

DU PONTENAMEL

PORCH &

.

FLOOR

for
bard finish
A tough,concrete floors,
or
wood
Beautiful
indoors or out. joi)014
stay
colors that
laugh
p.50
4r • • .
and
Qt.
at wear
weather.

UPONt
Trial chaci
Tire fills

DU

PONT "DULUX"
METAL PROTECTIVE
PUNISH
Keeps metal surfaces from rusting! Exceptionally resistant to
fading and cracking — gives longlasting protection
to all metal marfaces.
of

79(
25

• • •
New, First Grade Batteries as low as $9.95 and
old battery.
• •
Heavy Duty Battery for Ford cars and trucks,
$14.00 and old battery.
Ot

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

Special Built Heavy Duty Battery for Chrysler
products, $15 and old battery
4 * *

"The Complete Paint Store"

ALL BATTERIES'GUARANTEED

111 W. Ct. Sq.
AAA

Save the surface and you save all!

Dial 2585

C.& L TRACTOR COMP-ANY
DIAL 3305

Fresh Fruits And Vegetables
LETTUCE, 4 doz. size
('ABRAGE, New
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head
5 lbs.
Tex12/
' (
APPLES, Winesap,
YEL1LOW ONIONS.
fl
3 lbs.
BANANAS, large & ripe
2 lbs. for
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FOOD MARKETS
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
Listen 'to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
'WV'S 6 P. M. Owensboro., K ., Week Days
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